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We offer a unique approach to innovative construction solutions. 
Our approach to create a unique product based on your individual unique order:
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WHO WE R

We offer a unique approach to innovative construction solutions. The
combination of venturousness and knowledge is a good description for
the essence of our company, then the colors were taken it's not at all
what it seems. We specialize in building houses homes using block
formes and small architectural forms. 3D printing technology helps to
reduce the deadlines for creating
truly high-quality structures.

 You're buying for efficiency.



LEARN MORE
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FUTURE IS HERE

Our printer operates at speeds of up to 0.5 meters per minute, which
means that your home, from the first shovel in the ground to the key
in your home, will take just 2 months! Moreover, the quality is
exceptional, surpassing that of aerated concrete, modular, and frame
construction. Choose the technology of block printing with a 3D
construction printer instead of traditional building methods. What's
more, our unique reinforcement technology will make your building
as durable as traditional brick construction.
Quality, speed, and affordability - that's 3b.
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certified ready mixes
cheap mixes of own development
experimental mixes based on heavy industry waste (project Resluge)
the possibility of developing material on demand
the consumer can choose the texture, color, pattern, base of materials from
our materials laboratory.

and more than 15 different materials

for example: the material "Resluge", which was developed by our laboratory,
consists of 92 percent of heavy industry waste, using it we reduce the number of
toxic red sludge landfills. The project to produce this material has now received a
lot of support from grant programs

the Material
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Business class high-tech home - is that
ur dream place? We care about you from
the project beginning till the very end!
We r not selling houses, we r together
investing in ur dream home.

house Home 1f

More Information ...

We represent the future of construction. 
By choosing us, you are not only gaining
cutting-edge technology for your construction
needs but also supporting a Ukrainian startup
with ambitious plans to become a renowned
global brand. Together, we are building a
brighter future for Ukraine. Choose us, and
together we will convert your wildest
construction dreams into reality.

let's create an advantage
for your business!

More Information ...

What're our advantages - high-quality
and simultaneously cheap & quick
solutions. For example, our thrifty
materials cost around $30 per m2
compared to $70 average traditional
building cost. 

cheap & quick solutions.

More Information ...

3b2C 3b2B 3b2G
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EMAIL 3b.com.ua@gmail.com
FACEBOOK 3Dbuild

CALL US 

Sales & Marketing
(Svyatoslav)
+380951778150
Tech (Yan/Lab phone)
+380990632168

WARDIERE INC.

Офіс: Київ, Максима Кривоноса 6

OUR CONTACTS

mailto:3b.com.ua@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100095153792796

